
Year 10 Homework and Independent Study Expectations

Daily independent study habits:
1. At least 20 minutes/20 pages of reading - make sure the choices of text are challenging enough
2. Complete a short session of independent study (ideally beginning with some retrieval/self quizzing) for one of your two options
3. Quiz yourself on your knowledge organisers for each topic you are studying.  Review any incorrect answers on your Educake/Google Form quizzes,

check you understand where you went wrong (if not, make a note to ask your teacher in the next lesson) and learn the right answers

Subject What is the homework? How often? Where is it set? How long
should it take?

Why is this set?  What is its purpose?  How do
students get feedback?

Core subjects

English
Language and
English
Literature

1 reading task and quiz
to check understanding

2 Educake quizzes - one
set for the whole year
group, one set by the
class teacher

Weekly

Weekly

Google Classroom

Educake

At least 1 hour Provides regular practice of reading a wide range of
texts to prepare them for the unseen elements of the
Language and Literature exams; helps to improve their
reading age; supports students to engage in regular
retrieval practice on their set texts with immediate
feedback on their answers

Maths Mainly online homework.
Sometimes on paper eg
practice papers for
mocks

Weekly Google Classroom At least 1 hour To consolidate what has been learnt in class. Practice
helps check work has been understood and is essential
for short and long term memory. The online platforms
provide immediate feedback and allow teachers to track
engagement. Mathswatch provides good teaching if
students need additional support. We will also provide
revision and exam practice to rehearse the whole
curriculum.

Combined
Science

Retrieval on Educake Weekly Educake

Exam Question
Practice on
Google Classroom

20-30 minutes

30 minutes

Educake is self marking and gives immediate feedback.
Teachers also go through common misconceptions in
class.

Students can self mark this and look at examiners
comments.

Core PE No homework

S/PSHE No homework



Optional subjects

Art
(mixed-media,
print or
textiles focus)

Photography, artist
research, presentation
and annotation of
sketchbook work,
drawing exercises

Weekly Google Classroom 1 hour minimum To embed drawing skills, to research artists we are
responding to in lessons, to collect imagery in
preparation for practical tasks, to regularly present and
annotate their work as they progress through each
project.  Feedback is received in lessons

Business
Studies

Business case studies for
analysis.  Focus on
evaluation and
justification exam
questions. Multiple
choice questions for
retrieval practice

Weekly Google Classroom

Exercise books

1 hour minimum Opportunity to consolidate their knowledge of theme 1
with the current theme. To develop skills in answering 9
and 12 mark questions, prepare for the exam and
improve time management.

Citizenship Extended writing task
Further research task
Documentary viewing

Weekly Google Classroom 1 hour minimum To develop the key writing skills needed. To develop
critical thinking skills. To test knowledge and
understanding through retrieval practice.  Feedback
given via Google Classroom.

Classics Weekly task varying from
reading an article to
completing exam-style
work

Every
Tuesday

Google Classroom 45 minutes - 1
hour

To provide additional knowledge outside of the
specification and reinforce teaching in the classroom.
To practice exam-style skills that have been explicitly
modelled in the classroom.  Feedback via a lesson
once a week.

Computer
science

Students will complete a
range of homework, on a
range of GCSE topics.
They have to practice
programming daily, so
there is always
homework

Every other
lesson, if it's
written
work.

Google Classroom
and/or exercise
books

Programming
folder

30 - 45 minutes
a day, but could
be longer,
depending on
the task

Students must practice their programming on a daily
basis to develop accuracy and fluency. They will also
receive other theoretical homework that links directly
with programming to reinforce knowledge and
understanding. Students are supported and given the
time to develop their independent practice skills. If a
quiz is set, students receive immediate feedback.

Dance Revise key skill
terminology. Practice of
exam style questions for
each section of the
written paper. Conduct
research for coursework,
study material for

Once or
twice per
week
depending
on the
component
coursework/

Google classroom

Work book

Most
homeworks will
take 1 hour

Tasks are set in line with the component coursework
they are studying. Some are exam based e.g  KEC 6
mark questions and 12 mark questions. Some are
retrieval tasks so they can recall and understand key
words for exam questions. Some will be practising
exam techniques and timed responses to exam
questions. Feedback is given in the following lesson.



anthology set works. exam work Some are research based or practical in preparation for
performance or choreography coursework.

Drama An array of tasks such as
exam style questions,
retrieval quizzes,
research, line learning
and coursework
preparation

Once or
twice a
week,
depending
on the
component
of study

Google Classroom 1 hour minimum Tasks are set according to the component students are
studying. Some components require exam question
practice (written), whereas others require line learning
& performance practice (practical).  Feedback is given
to students the following week after they have
submitted their work, either verbally or in their book.

Economics A variety of tasks
including GCSE exam
questions, revision for
retrieval quizzes, set
exercises from Topic
Companion

Weekly Google Classroom 1 hour minimum Homework activities encourage students to review their
work and test their understanding of concepts covered
during lessons.  Google Forms including past exam
questions check knowledge and provide instant
feedback. Practice exam questions help support
consolidation of revision and practice exam skills.
These are marked and returned with feedback.

Food and
nutrition

Questions on topics
covered; key word
revision; Google Form
quizzes; organising
ingredients; revision for
end of topic tests

Weekly Google Classroom 1 hour minimum Ensures that students practise applying their learning
independently.  Google Form quizzes test knowledge
and highlight any gaps in learning.  The quizzes are self
marking so students get immediate feedback, and any
gaps are addressed in class.

Foundation
Learning Tier

To spend one hour per
week working on their
vocational assignments

Weekly Reminder in
Google classroom

1 hour Students should use this time to research their current
vocational assignment. This is a crucial part of the
vocational learning courses.

Geography Comprehension and
geographical
understanding questions
for retrieval on previous
units (online)
One exam question to
complete (online)
One subject knowledge
quiz (online)

This may be adapted

Weekly Reminder in
Google Classroom
- complete on
sheet

Google Classroom

Educake

25 minutes

15 minutes

20 minutes

Guides students on what topics need to be revised;
provides questions on key skills and concepts from
previous units so they can practise and identify weaker
areas

To practise exam skills at home, develop model
answers to go back to
To develop knowledge on key terms, concepts, issues
learned in class - develop geographical skills eg. map
skills, interpreting diagrams.  Educake is self-marking
so students get immediate feedback on their answers.



Health and
Social Care

N/A No Year 10s on the course currently but would be the same as Year 11 if there were.

History Educake quiz, essays,
reading tasks

Weekly Google classroom
or in their exercise
books

1 hour minimum To support knowledge and understanding of content
covered in lessons. To ensure students are familiar with
the structure of exam questions. Feedback for exam
questions is given within a fortnight. Reading tasks
feedback is immediate - through self assessment.
Educake quiz - immediate feedback.

Media Studies Revising Set Products
from both Exam 1 and
Exam 2
Seneca Learning Online

Weekly Reminders on
Google Classroom

Seneca Media
Studies GCSE
course

25 minutes

25 minutes

Students must become very familiar with the Fact
Sheets for each Set Product that may appear in both
exams. It is important for them to retain the main ideas
behind the texts that could be examined. The Seneca
course is specifically for our EDUQAS specification and
covers some extra theories to stretch students.  It also
provides feedback.

Music Independent composition
or performance
development, theory and
analysis revision using
Google Classroom or
Focus on Sound,
Listening Diary
completion

Weekly Google Classroom
or in classroom /
instrumental
lessons

At least 3 x
sessions of
20-30 minutes

Helps students develop both their practical and
analytical musical skills. Independent instrumental
practice and composition development is essential to
ensure coursework is completed to a high standard.
Revision of key theory terms and analytical skills aid in
exam preparation. For coursework elements
(composition and performance) feedback is given in
class.  Their Listening Diary is marked every two
weeks. Focus on Sound is self-marking.

PE GCSE Flashcards, exam
questions, research tasks

Weekly Google classroom
/ in class

1 hour minimum Retrieval practice, exam practice, developing wider
knowledge of sport.

Psychology Complete flashcards After each
lesson (i.e.
three times
every week)

All the flashcards
are in a printed
homework
booklet. All the
answers can be
found in the online
psychology
textbook.

3 x 20-30
minutes

There are eight homework booklets - one for each
topic. The flashcard questions in these booklets cover
the entire specification. Once completed, the flashcards
are cut out and used to revise for end of topic tests. In
doing so, students memorise the subject knowledge
that they need. The same flashcards are used to revise
for exams. Students who stick to this routine are
well-prepared for exams.

RS and
philosophy

Two exam questions Every week 12 mark Qs - in
assessment book;

30 minutes Tests students' knowledge and understanding and how
well this translates into extended answers. Teacher



Test yourself on topic
overviews

Make and use revision
flashcards after each
lesson

End of topic

Twice a
week

4/5 mark Qs on
Google Classroom 20 minutes

25 minutes x2

marks answers. Students re-draft if not done well.
Topic overviews and revision flashcards support
students' understanding and retention of information by
re-visiting key content. It ensures students learn every
unit, making condensed notes on every subsection. It
allows students to highlight key evidence and learn it
more easily. These are used for the end of unit revision
and during the exam period.

Sociology One exam question

Make and use revision
flash cards after each
lesson

Every week In their
assessment book

30 minutes

20 minutes x3

Tests students' knowledge and understanding and how
well this translates into extended answers.  Teacher
marks answers. Students re-draft if not done well.
Revision flashcards support students' understanding
and retention of information by re-visiting key content. It
ensures students learn every unit, making condensed
notes on key sociologists and key information for every
subsection. These are used for the end of unit revision
and during the exam period.


